
Client Communication 2018 Answers 

I. Judicial brand

1. How much emphasis do you put on creating judicial brand in your country?

Albania - This term is not very familiar with in the judicial system in Albania. If we are dealing
with the establishment of a standard of communication used by this system to disseminate accurate
and uniform information, then we can say that this process in the lower courts, such as those of
district  courts  and appeals,  is  currently covered either by the Chancellor or by a  person in the
relationship with the public and the media. Otherwise, this process works in the High Court which
has a special structure of three employees who deal exclusively with court relations with the media
and the public in some forms defined in the institution's regulation or established and upgraded over
time.

Bosnia and Herzegovina - Very little, individually, without planning and  structure.

Bulgaria - In my country we take very seriously the task to create the judicial brand. Since all court
proceeding are slow and hard for ordinary people to comprehend. We put a great deal on emphasis
on promoting the access to the judiciary system and speeding up to proceeding.

Croatia - In Croatia we don't put that much emphasis on creating judical brend.  We try from time
to  time  to  change  things  in  better  way  but  unfortunatelly  judicial  power  doesn't  have  good
perception in public.

Depends what you have in mind by "judicial brand". If independent and transparent judiciary is a
judicial brand; it's an efford we are making on a daily basis and are making a progress in that sense
on a daily basis.

The  question  of  creating  judicial  brand  is  not  important  in  Croatia.  Only  occasionally  do  the
authorities, mainly some individuals try to improve public perception of the judiciary,  which is
mostly created by media and is rather poor. 

I do not have information about that kind of Court activity.

Lithuania -  As a judge and as a member of the Permanent Commission for the Assessment of
Activities of Judges, I always pay attention on creating and improving judicial brand. 

Publish official articles where legal advises are given on legal matters (e.g. divorce, contracts etc.) 

Montenegro - We are state in negotiation process with EU, so the focus in all our activities is to
improve rule of law and fight against corruption. Judiciary is the first pillar in this process.

Portugal - The creation of some sort of judicial brand hasn't been a particular concern within the
Portuguese Judiciary, even due to budgetary constraints (and the associated scarceness of human
and material means) and the lack of a tradition regarding the topic. There is, thus, much still to be
done in this domain.

Romania - The main concern at work is to apply the law and solve cases. Creating judicial brand is
mostly a consequence of a job well done.

Turkey - Although we consider that it is crucial to create u joudcial brand, we have yet to be able to
put efforts on this matter within the context of our strategic plan.

Ukraine - Recently we invested much on creating judicial brand: courts have developed web-sites
to inform on the cases, judicial news, implement educational activities, announce decisions; we
have  pages  in  social  media,  judges-spokesmen,  press-secretaries.  Courts  and  other  juridical
organizations develop and conduct educational, awariness-rasing, charitable and sport events. 



2. How much do you create judicial brand consciously in your country? How much were you
aware to create and improve judicial brand in the last years?

Albania - With the recent legal changes that belong to the Legal Reform package in Justice System,
the media relations section has been given another version of the Press Judge, which should cover
this relationship when the media expresses interest on certain issues. A special section on public
relations  has  also  been  set  up.  (here  we can  discuss  the  advantages  and disadvantages  of  this
change, which has not yet begun to be applied).

Bosnia and Herzegovina - If there are some acitivities, the are not coordinated and depend on the
individual  who execute  them (  for  example  –  presidents  of  the  courts  and  chief  prosecutors).
Sometime  while  presenting  good  work  results,  best  practices  and  inovations  are  unconciously
resulted by  branding judiciary in the positive manner.

Bulgaria - The main goal that must be accomplished by the judiciary, in building the public opinion
of its work is to convince the people that the court is the place where people receive justice, due and
transparent trial.

Croatia - We are working on making judicial sistem working, but we are not branding it. 

I don't have significant data 

There were some attempts on doing that, but with no notable results. We are not branding it.

By following the ethical code.

Lithuania - I am not only a judge as well as chairwoman of the civil case division of the Court of
Appeal  but  also a  member  of  the  Self-Governance  of  Courts.  Thus I  sometimes participate  in
discussions about the reputation of courts. 

Publishing official articles (mentioned above)  and participating in radio and TV shows (giving
some general legal advices)  according to Judicial Offices request. 

Montenegro -  It  is  not  easy,  but  we work hard  to  fulfill  all  measures  in  chapters  23 and 24,
especially improve entire judiciary system in our country according with laws and Constitution`s
jurisdiction. And it is better from year to year, which also confirmed by EU Report.

Portugal - See answer to question # 1.

Romania - In Romania, there aren’t legal rules with the direct purpose to create judicial brand.
That’s why I try to create judicial brand by being as best as I can, in public and private life. Being
responsible of public relations, I tried constantly to improve the image of  Bucharest District 3 First
Instance Court and, by doing that, to improve judicial brand in general.

Turkey - See the answer of question 1

Ukraine - We always cared of forming positive image, but consciously we started to create judicial
brand few years ago. Since then it has improved much and continues to develop.

3. What kind of tools do you use for having uniform image?

Albania -  Currently,  for  the lower  courts,  court  districts  and appeals,  an  order  or  a  regulation
adopted by the justice minister clearly sets out how the media and public relations with the judiciary
should function. While in the High Court as mentioned above, there is an institutional regulation
when defining the ways and rules of this service to the public and journalists. The specialty sector in
this court has been in operation for 20 years and is specialized in this service. It consists of three
lawyers, among them the chief of the department also has the diploma of journalism, except for



justice.

Bosnia and Herzegovina  - All courts and prosecutors offices have web sites which are unified,
where  information  regarding  the  work  of  those  institutions  is  presented.  There  is  one  unified
website for whole judiciary in Bosnia and Herzegovina,  ( https://www.pravosudje.ba/ ) which site
presents the most relevant news in the judicial branch. 

Bulgaria - Communication strategy has been implemented that draws the guidelines for unification
of the way the courts  and the prosecutors  communicate with the public.  Rules  for institutional
identity  of  the  documents  that  originate  from the  judiciary  have  been  implemented.  The  rules
specify the outlook of all the official correspondence of the judiciary. Also a unified rules are in
place  for  administrating  and  for  press  release  of  the  massages  to  the  media.  The  judicial
departments work on common communicational programs such as: Open doors day, educational
programs “Judiciary informed choice and civil trust. Open courts and prosecution.”, ect.

Croatia - We are not having uniform image but court web sites are alike more or less. 

Our courts have web pages,spokeperson... 

Uniform image does not exist so far, however different Court web sites look very similar.

Association of judges

Lithuania - I focus on the quality of decision-making and improving my professional competence
and legal qualification that is necessary for being a judge. As well as I carry out legal trainings for
other judges. 

I am not a chairman or Judicial Office representative, so I do not form uniform image of whole
judicial system. 

Montenegro -  
1. Court Rule Book
2. Strategy of Judiciary Reforms
3. Communication strategies

Portugal - With the exception of some external signs to identify courts' facilities, and the use of
some standard forms due to the increased use of computer tools to manage case files, there's still
much that can be done in order to create an uniform image for the Portuguese Judiciary.

Romania - Being a social adapted person, having high moral standards and applying the law is
sufficient.

Turkey -  Only guardians working under the umbrella of the general directorate of prisons and
detention houses, and ushers working at courts wear uniforms. We ar not using any other tools for
having uniform image.

Ukraine -  Judicial  Ethic  Code  was  adopted.  We  have  trainings,  discussions,  forums  and
conferences on effective communication and highlighting court work for judges, spokesmen, press-
secretaries and court staff members. Besides on base of High Council of Justice Communicative
Committee is formed that provides communication strategy to develop positive judicial image. 

4. In what ways do you give instructions for creating uniform image in the organisational
units?

Albania - Based on the internal rules of the High Court, the laws on the right to information, the
protection of personal data, the code of ethics, etc.



Bosnia  and Herzegovina  -  Some courts  have  instructions  for  creating  an  uniform image,  for
example in Municipal Court in Sarajevo, all judges are obliged to wear cloaks, which is the practice
in most courts in Bosnia and Herzegovina, which is also regulated in by-laws.

Bulgaria - The Supreme Judicial Council has informs the judiciary in due time for the implemented
uniform informational rules trough messages on its internet site and through e-mail  messages. The
Supreme Judicial Council has organize meetings and discussions in order to communicate and to
unify the approach for implementing  a range of initiatives, that are taking place in deferent courts
through events like: open doors day , educational lectures at primary and secondary schools. The
Council provides to the judicial body already developed models for informational events as well as
sample materials, presentations, brochures , books.

In accord with the Communication strategy of the judicial power, working meetings are conducted
on  regular  bases  between  PR  personal  and  judges,  prosecutors  and  personal  appointed  to
communicate  with  the  media.  On  these  meetings,  issues,  about  unifying  the  practices  for
informational release and optimization of the process, are resolved.

Croatia  - The president of the court issues the annual work schedule with short instructions for
every judge and court official in different departments. During the year president of the court has
regular meetings with all judges.

It's not my field of work.

President of each Court issues annual work Schedule,  consisting of short instructions for every
judge and Court official, covering every Department. Also regular meetings concerning the same
questions are held regularly during every year.

Yes, through lectures, seminars and workshops.

Lithuania -  We make meetings where we discuss the significant problems of creating uniform
image and try to find ways how to solve these issues.  

I am not a chairman or Judicial Office representative, so I do not give such kind of instructions to
judges. 

Montenegro -  The Supreme Court of Montenegro adopted many acts and decisions in order to
create uniform image related to organisational units and manner of work, in line with the Law on
Courts. The courts presidents at least once in month have a meeting about these issues.

Portugal -  There  is  no  centralized  service  in  charge  of  creating  an  uniform  image  in  the
organisational units, nor are courts individually legally charged with the task at the local level.

Romania - The law doesn’t give me the power to give instructions in this area. The subordination
of the judge only to the law is closely linked to the principle of equality between judges.

Turkey - See the answer of question 3

Ukraine - Judge assembly of each court adopt annual programs on creating uniform image that are
based on recommendations of highest judicial bodies.

5.  Do  you  have  any  trainings  or  programmes  to  promote  strengthening  the  creation  of
organisational brand? What is highlighted in these events?

Albania - Regarding judges, the Albanian School of Magistrates, several times organize seminars
or trainings on communication as well as court relations with the media and the public. This is the
ongoing training that comes to the judges after  they have completed the initial  training,  or the



Magistrates' School.

Bosnia  and  Herzegovina  -  In  Bosnia  and  Herzegovina,  there  are  not  many   trainings  or
programmes  which  promote  strenghtening the  organisational  brand of  judiciary.  However,  as  a
positive example, we can mention  the promotion of the European civil justice day, which is being
marked in more than 40 European states, which has a goal to make judiciary closer to citizens and
help them better understand their rights, as well as introduce citizens to  the way  judical institutions
function.

Bulgaria - In 2014 with the participation of the Ministry of education and science a program named
„Judicial power – informed choice and citizen trust” was fulfilled. For its realization the Supreme
judicial council was warded in the competition „The crystal scales of justice” of the Council of
Europe  in  2017.  This  annual  award  is  given  for  innovative  practices,  contributing  to  the
effectiveness and the quality of the justice.

Another similar event, that is executed in all  the branches of the judicial system is the “Days for
open doors”. Throughout this event every citizen may visit the court and to see the work and the
proceedings in the deferent departments.

In addition to the above mentioned, representatives of the judiciary visit schools, where they lecture
on different topics on civil and penal law. Students from schools and universities visit the court
buildings where discussions on current topics and simulated trials are organized.  

Main priority of this initiative is to raise the legal knowledge amongst the young people, opening
the judicial institution to the citizens and making its work more transparent.

Croatia - We used to organise several workshops about how to deal with communication between
courts and public, especially with media. Today it is a part of everydays work with no special accent
on this topic. Once a year we organise Court's open doors day.

I've never attended that kind of event,so I don't have relevant information.

Several workshops about how to deal with communication between courts and public, particularly
with media, were held. 

School for judges and thematically organized seminars.

Lithuania  - We have trainings on how effectively communicate with the public and media. The
essential objective of these training is the openness of the courts for society and media.

We have a new project in order to understand how to communicate with journalists  and also a
project to show judges in media as persons who ae eager to help to solve the problems, not only to
put punishment.

Montenegro  - We have no any specific trainings, but there are some projects of EUROL II and
Council  of  Europe which  we are  partners  in.  Focus  is  on  the  strengthening independence  and
judicial accountability. 

Portugal - No.

Romania - As far as I know, in Romania there aren’t any trainings or programmes with the direct
purpose to promote strengthening the creation of judicial brand.

Turkey - The judicial staff, as well as both judges and prosecutors receive periodical in service
training,  the  contents  of  which  are  determined by the  head of  the  Training  Department  of  the
Ministry of Justice.

Ukraine - Yes, there are special trainings on that matter for judges and court staff. Following ethic



rules, effective communication, cooperation with journalists are highlighted in them.

6. Under your experiences how much can the consciously created judicial brand promote to
give information effectively?

Albania - If possible, this would undoubtedly help to improve and set standards so much required
by both parties, media and the public, in dealing with the courts. The uniformity of this service at all
levels  of  the  judiciary  would  increase  the  attention  and  above  all  would  strengthen  public
confidence in the courts while helping the media get more accurate, fair and uniform information
from all courts.

Bosnia and Herzegovina  - In my opinion, the best  information is the one that is accurate and
timely. Regarding the information given by the court, if they are accurate and timely, they help
strenghtening judicial brand, which is actually strenghted by the users of these information, parties
in the court.

Bulgaria - N/A

Croatia - I think it can help a lot. 

Effectivness in giving information to our clients and public should be one of our primar goals,
because it represents one of main requirement of transparency. And judiciary that is not transparent,
can't enjoy public confidence.

I think it should be of great help.

I do not have such experience.

Lithuania - Consciously created judicial brand promotes to provide information for society more
qualitatively, effectively and clearly. It builds public trust and helps them get objective information
at the right time.

I do not have such experience because I work as judge only for 3 years.

Montenegro - Recently we adopted Communication Strategy and Action Plan with the objective to
support the Council in accomplishing its vision and create communication models that will ensure
that the Council and the entire judicial system are perceived as modern organisation that fosters the
principles  of  transparency,  accessibility,  and  orientation  towards  citizens  and  their  needs.  
The focus will be on strengthening the communication role of the Council and strengthening the
judiciary  as  a  whole,  with  the  purpose  of  establishing  a  well-coordinated  and  efficient
communication structure for the entire judicial system. 

Portugal - See answers to questions # 1 and #3

Romania - A powerful consciously created judicial brand involves that the activity of judges, that
meets high standards, is well promoted. A job well done will always promote to give information
effectively.

Turkey -  It  is  of  great  importance  for  the  users  of  the  judicial  sercive  to  be  sufficiently  and
effectively informed during the process right before trial.  For this reason, a consciously created
judicial brand should promote effective information, and should put the matter of informing the
judicial service users effectively ahead of all other less relevant matters. This will strengthen the
judicial brand, and will make it more effective. 

Ukraine -  As  far  as  effective  communication  and  presentation  of  information  are  important
elements of positive court reputation thorough creating of judicial brand is highly important.



7. Under your opinion is there any connection between the creation of judicial brand and the
reputation of courts and the strenghtening of public confidence?

Albania - Absolutely! Our motto is undoubtedly "A transparent court that permits fair and timely
public information in the fulfillment of the obligations deriving from the law and the mission of its
existence in the service of justice and the citizen" and "Improving relations with the media in order,
the overthrow of stereotypes, the improvement of the image and the increase of public confidence ".

Bosnia and Herzegovina - In my opinion, a positive judicial brand can only be made by increasing
public confidence in judicial work.

Bulgaria - Undoubtedly there is a connection between building the positive image of the judiciary
and its  reputation.  It  must  be accounted for,  that the image of the judiciary is  influenced by a
number of factors, that are not a result of the day to day work of the judges. The main goal that
must be accomplished by the judiciary, in building the public opinion of its work is to convince the
people  that  the  court  is  the  place  where  people  receive  justice,  due  and  transparent  trial.  The
effective communication policy is a precursor for scaling down the negative effects of foreign to the
judiciary events, that twist the public image of the judiciary. 

Croatia - It is connected very closely and I think that creating a good brend can help. 

Reputation of courts and strong public confidence in judiciary, should be the opposide side of a
"judicial brand" coin.   

The connection undoubtly exists, however strengthened public confidence can last only if the courts
properly perform their job, otherwise the judicial brand cannot function alone.   

The connection most certainly exists.

Lithuania - In my opinion, public confidence has influence on the reputation of courts. However,
we should bear in mind that the main purpose of court is to execute justice. Sometimes society does
not like a judicial decision, but it does not mean that court should seek for popularity among the
society.

A very  straight  connection.  If  judicial  system publicly  looks confident  and has  a  strong brand
nobody (even politics) dare to doubt/criticize in decisions of court. 

Montenegro - Of course. These are inseparable parts and can not follow and consider one segment
without the others.

Portugal - I do believe that such connection should exist, to a point, but there's still a lot to be done
in order to get to such a point within the context of the Portuguese Judiciary.

Romania - I believe that creating judicial brand and a good reputation of courts are the key in
strenghtening public confidence.

Turkey - We consider that a consciously created judicial brand will help strengthen the confidence
of the users of judicial service in both the courts and the judiciary. Thus, there is a direct connection
between the judicial brand and the public confidence. A strong judicial brand will help increase
public confidence in the judiciary. 

Ukraine - Sure there is a straight connection between them. In my opinion the reputation of courts
and the strengthening of public confidence grow in direct proportion to creation of judicial brand.


